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Abstract. The advent of missions comprised of phased
arrays of spacecraft, with separation distances ranging
down to at least mesoscales, provides the scienti®c
community with an opportunity to accurately analyse
the spatial and temporal dependencies of structures in
space plasmas. Exploitation of the multi-point data sets,
giving vastly more information than in previous mis-
sions, thereby allows unique study of their small-scale
physics. It remains an outstanding problem, however, to
understand in what way comparative information across
spacecraft is best built into any analysis of the combined
data. Dierent investigations appear to demand dier-
ent methods of data co-ordination. Of the various multi-
spacecraft data analysis techniques developed to aect
this exploitation, the discontinuity analyser has been
designed to investigate the macroscopic properties
(topology and motion) of boundaries, revealed by
multi-spacecraft magnetometer data, where the possi-
bility of at least mesoscale structure is considered. It has
been found that the analysis of planar structures is more
straightforward than the analysis of non-planar bound-
aries, where the eects of topology and motion become
interwoven in the data, and we argue here that it
becomes necessary to customise the analysis for
non-planar events to the type of structure at hand.
One issue central to the discontinuity analyser, for
instance, is the calculation of normal vectors to the
structure. In the case of planar and `thin' non-planar
structures, the method of normal determination is well-
de®ned, although subject to uncertainties arising from
unwanted signatures. In the case of `thick', non-planar
structures, however, the method of determination be-
comes particularly sensitive to the type of physical
sampling that is present. It is the purpose of this article
to ®rstly review the discontinuity analyser technique and
secondly, to discuss the analysis of the normals to thick
non-planar structures detected in magnetometer data.
Key words. Space plasma physics (discontinuities;
instruments and techniques).
1 Introduction
Knowledge of the motion and size of structures in space
plasmas provides vital clues as to their physics (such as
composition, structure, relationship to the local and/or
global plasma conditions). For example, the determina-
tion of motional parameters for a non-dispersive
structure permits the separation of spatial and temporal
variations, which in situ produce mixed eects in time
series data signatures. Single spacecraft measurements
are generally insucient for the unambiguous separa-
tion of spatial and temporal dependencies, however,
except under rather extraordinary circumstances (e.g.
Fair®eld and Feldman, 1975). Measurements made by
two or more satellites, which happen to be appropriately
or fortuitously positioned, can help to unravel this
mixed spatio-temporal behaviour, often through simple
timing studies. Indeed several unplanned conjunctions
of spacecraft, as well as planned, dual satellite missions
(such as the ISEE and AMPTE missions) have resulted
in numerous studies whose important conclusions hinge
on establishing such knowledge of the motion of some
underlying structure. For example, Greenstadt and co-
workers used multi-spacecraft data sets to analyse the
terrestrial bow shock and propose formation mecha-
nisms based on the thicknesses they determined (e.g.
Greenstadt et al., 1975; Morse and Greenstadt, 1976).
During the ISEE-1 and -2 era, dual spacecraft data sets
were again used to separate both spatial and temporal
behaviour (e.g. Russell and Greenstadt, 1979; Bame
et al., 1979; Russell et al., 1982; Mellott and Greenstadt,
1984). Non-planar boundary surface topology, thickness
of the boundary layer, and motion has been of interest
to investigators in, for example, the solar wind where
interplanetary shocks have been studied (e.g. Chao and
Lepping, 1974; Lepping and Chao, 1976). Another topic
where such macroscopic properties have been sought are
magnetopause surface waves: for example, Song et al.
(1988) used simultaneous data from the closely sepa-
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amplitude, wavelength and period of these waves.
A major objective of the European Space Agency's
four spacecraft Cluster mission is to aect this spatio-
temporal separation on a routine basis and on spatial
scales down to, at least, mesoscale variations. These
studies used data measured during the fortuitous con-
junctions of several satellites, separated by distances
large compared to the typical Cluster separations
(Dunlop, 1990). With the mission a reality again for
launch in the year 2000, further investigation in this area
is of paramount signi®cance to the fruitful exploitation
of what would be a unique data set. Clearly, such a
phased array of at least four spacecraft is generally
sucient to resolve 3-D information. Nevertheless,
properties of highly time dependant structures, or those
which vary on spatial scales which are small compared
to the array size, still present obvious problems for
modelling, empirically, observed behaviour. Under cer-
tain assumptions, for example those of stationarity or
comparative spatial scales, some particular analysis may
be possible. But a fundamental problem always exists:
how should the comparative information between
spacecraft be built into any analysis? The determination
of dierent properties demands dierent methods of co-
ordination (Dunlop et al., 1988); often having a large
overlap between them, with parameters in common. In
terms of boundary analysis, although there is an
apparent distinction between macroscopic parameters
(such as motion, orientation and form) and the boun-
dary structure itself (as sampled individually by each
spacecraft), it is not always a priori obvious how
spacecraft dierences are to be combined with time
series information, except where the boundary is planar
or `thin' (Dunlop and Woodward, 1998). Both sources
of information may, in principle, provide independent
knowledge of the boundary normals, for instance, but
depend on these key boundary properties. The eect of
dierent physical structure in the boundary can there-
fore provide a context for the time series analysis and
needs to be known at some level of detail, depending
upon behaviour. The general problem posed in extend-
ing the analysis to multi-spacecraft data in curved
geometry is how to combine the information self-
consistently when the single spacecraft assumptions on
the macroscopic behaviour are relaxed.
Dunlop and Woodward (1998) describe in detail a
multi-spacecraft magnetometer data analysis technique,
which they call the discontinuity analyser (DA), de-
signed to determine the structure, orientation and
motion of boundaries using calculated normal vectors
at each spacecraft to the structure as well as the
associated times of encounter with the structure. Their
technique is focused on the use of magnetometer data
only, primarily for data resolution considerations. The
method is applicable to thin, non-dispersive, simple
planar and non-planar structures detected by a small
array of closely separated spacecraft. Their requirement
of ``thin'' structures, where the thickness of the structure
is far less than its local radius of curvature, is funda-
mental to the design of their method, since a unique
normal direction at any point on a curved surface is only
well-de®ned when the structure is thin. The requirement
is not so critical where the boundary is planar, however.
Clearly, not all structures detected in space may ®t this
requirement on their thickness. Nevertheless, this prob-
lem is generally present in other treatments of bound-
aries, and relates to the issue of how to deal with
comparative information as already raised.
The purpose of this work is twofold: ®rstly, to
summarise, in a practical way, the discontinuity analys-
er; and secondly, to discuss the issues for such analysis
of thick, non-planar boundaries. We begin by presenting
a brief but thorough description of the main facets of the
DA in Sect. 2. In Sect. 2.1 we compare the quantitative
information which is theoretically obtainable from the
data with the information required to describe the
motion and topology of simple surfaces in 1-, 2- and 3-
dimensions. This comparison sets the upper limit of the
information that is potentially obtainable from the data
and reveals possible con¯icts. In Sect. 2.2 we follow this
theoretical basis up with a description of the method-
ology underlying the two themes of the DA, namely the
planar-DA and extension to the non-planar DA. We
highlight the subtleties in the analysis procedures (as
indicated already), in particular for the non-planar
analysis which presents the more complicated problem.
A pivotal concept of the non-planar technique is the
degree of certainty one has in the normal vectors
determined at each spacecraft. The subject of normal
determination in the presence of thick boundaries is the
topic of Sect. 3, where we discuss the variation of the
normal determined using minimum variance analysis
(Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) for a curved, thick, 2-D
model boundary under various conditions of sampling,
namely data interval length, symmetry about the centre
of the event, data resolution and spacecraft trajectory. A
similar theme of analysis, appropriate to real spacecraft
data, is presented for a barium release recorded in the
magnetometer data of the AMPTE-IRM/UKS space-
craft pair in Sect. 4, con®rming the model analysis. In
the last section, we conclude with a discussion of the DA
and the rami®cations on it of the thick boundary normal
analysis.
2 Discontinuity analysis
2.1 Theoretical balance of information
Consider the geometrical problem of determining the
orientation, shape and motion of a non-dispersive,
convecting geometrical structure in space using an array
of up to four spacecraft. We assume here that the data
recorded on each individual spacecraft allows us to
calculate accurately the time and position at which each
spacecraft encountered the structure, as well as the
normal to the surface at that point. In the case of curved
structures, we consider only a local expansion of the
surface around the spacecraft encounter positions so
that any planar curve connecting any two spacecraft
positions on the surface is characterised by a single
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one plane, de®ned by nearly co-planar normals, and we
assume that the surface moves linearly with constant
acceleration a in that plane. We can derive equations
relating the spacecraft positions, times of detection, as
well as the structure's topological and motional param-
eters in the form:
r1j  Rnj1 ÿ vtj1 ÿ
1
2
at2
j1 1
for spacecraft 1j  2;3;...; with analogues in 3-D
(Dunlop and Woodward, 1998). Here rij (r1)rj where
r1 rj is the position vector of spacecraft 1 (j)) is the
spatial separation of spacecraft 1 and spacecraft j, tj1
( tj)t1, where t1 (tj) is the time of detection of the
structure at spacecraft 1 (j)) is the time taken for the
structure to travel from spacecraft 1 to spacecraft j, and
nj1 ( nj)n1, where n1 (binj) is the unit normal vector to
the structure at the point where spacecraft 1 (j) detects
it) represents the deviation from planar of the structure
between spacecraft 1 and spacecraft j. The structure is
moving with velocity m1 when ®rst detected (by space-
craft 1).
The motion of the surface may then be determined
from the relative times of encounters combined with the
geometry of the structure. In 2-D, we can consider two
component vectors in the plane of the normals so that
the unknowns (R, m1, a) amount to ®ve scalar quantities.
We thus require four spacecraft (giving 6 equations) to
determine them, or only three spacecraft if it can be
assumed that there is no acceleration. Fewer spacecraft
will provide insucient data for this type of model.
Table 1 below summarises the lowest order parameters
of the surface which may be determined with arrays of
up to four spacecraft. The plus signs refer to over
constrained situations where the number of equations,
in terms of the motion through the structure, is more
than the number of identi®able unknowns. The negative
signs refer to the reverse situation where there are less
equations than unknowns (under constrained). The
equals sign indicates situations where there are the same
number of unknowns and equations (critically con-
strained).
Thus, we see that there is a rather delicate balance of
the information sought on the structure versus the best
possible information available from the data, and it is
clear that these parameters rest on the assumptions (or
restrictions) of motion and of topology. Moreover, any
uncertainties arising from the data will oset this
balance and reduce, at least quantitatively, information
describing the surface. With only four spacecraft, it is
not possible to demonstrate the absence of acceleration,
if some general curvature is present. Since the acceler-
ation and curvature terms can enter into Eq. (1) at the
same order, not even qualitative information can be
inferred. Conversely, however, if the normals indicate
the structure is planar, a full motional analysis can be
performed without assumption, as we outline in
Sect. 2.2. It is worth noting here, in view of the later
discussion, that for planar boundaries, which are
assumed to have only constant velocity, the common
normal to the boundary can be determined from the
timing and separation information (Russell et al., 1983).
The question which arises is what interpretation should
be given to any dierences between this normal and
those determined individually. In fact these could arise
from a number of sources: actual acceleration, data
errors, boundary properties, and so on, so procedure is
then not clear.
2.2 The discontinuity analyser
The analysis of the motion of time stationary structures,
which are demonstrably planar, has been discussed at
length in Dunlop and Woodward (1998) and was termed
the planar discontinuity analyser (planar-DA). We refer
the interested reader to that article for the details. The
discussion here assumes that we have magnetometer
data, detected simultaneously on two or more space-
craft, which reveals similar data signatures of magnetic
structure from which arrival times may be estimated.
This requires that we are dealing with `thin' boundaries
(as de®ned in Dunlop and Woodward, 1998): the
thickness of the boundary is small in comparison to its
local radius of curvature, and that the spacecraft
separations are well in excess of the thickness of the
structure. Additionally, the quality of any estimates of
the macroscopic quantities depends upon the detailed
microstructure in the sampled discontinuity, such as the
presence of natural noise, wave or other properties,
which can confuse simple model assumptions for the
boundary unless either the structure is sampled fortu-
itously or judicious spectral ®ltering is possible. The
latter will depend upon the degree to which the
properties are in some sense con¯icting in their eect
(see Dunlop et al., 1995; Dunlop et al., 1996, for more
discussion of this point in the context of multi-spacecraft
measurements).
The methodology on which the planar-DA is de-
signed consists of four principle stages (Fig. 1): data pre-
selection, normal stability, crossing times and combined
analysis of normals. The result estimates the motional
parameters in the case of a planar structure. Because this
procedure, when applicable, ®rst establishes individual
boundary normals at each crossing, the motional
analysis can be made as an explicit ®t to the apparent
motion; complex motion simply degrades the ®t. No
Table 1. Indication of the ability of the analysis to determine the
unknowns in dierent physical situations and to lowest order in
curvature (taken from Dunlop and Woodward, 1998)
Dimension Number of
spacecraft:
1 s/c 2 s/c 3 s/c 4 s/c
1-D No acceleration ) = + +
Acceleration ) ) = +
2-D No acceleration ) ) + +
Acceleration ) ) ) +
3-D No acceleration ) ) = +
Acceleration ) ) ) =
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mined so that the method is essentially self-consistent,
within the limits of applicability. The description in
Dunlop and Woodward (1998), therefore, includes data
pre-selection and normal stability (as well as consisten-
cy) issues which control its applicability.
In the data pre-selection process, candidate data
intervals which may possess a structure signature
detected on two or more spacecraft are identi®ed.
The next process of the algorithm aims at determining
the normals to the structure at each spacecraft where the
signature is detected from single spacecraft measure-
ments. Techniques such as minimum variance analysis
(Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) are employed on a set of
nested data intervals to assess the stability of any
determined normal. Should a failure to detect a stable
normal at any spacecraft arise, reconsideration of that
data interval in terms of further pre-selection or
pre®ltering is carried out via the data pre-selection
process. On the other hand, if suitable normals are
found, the next step is to measure the times at which
each encounter with the respective spacecraft occurred.
This may be done by curve ®tting to the data signature
or otherwise (e.g. by inspection). Finally having ascer-
tained the existence, if any, of suitable normals to the
structure as well as their associated crossing times, the
information is now combined across the spacecraft and
a normal analysis is carried out.
If the normals determined at each spacecraft are
parallel and there are three or more spacecraft available,
then the boundary is planar. That is, when the devia-
tions dna of each spacecraft as normal na from the
average normal, hni 
P
na=j
P
naj (calculated in the
®rst box in Fig. 2), are small, strong planarity exists and
we may proceed to compute the motion of the structure.
This is done by ®tting a linear or quadratic curve to
points with co-ordinates corresponding to the relative
displacements, Drjja  rjja ÿ rjj1 (where rjja  raáhni),
between the spacecraft parallel to the average normal
to the structure and the associated relative transit times
Dta  ta ÿ tl, according to the level of noise in the
signature. Thus we may determine the parameters
in the following equation of motion for the planar
structure
Dr  v
0
kDt 
1
2
akDt2 2
where v1
k and ak are the velocity of initial detection and
acceleration of the structure parallel to <n>. This is the
planar-DA technique and the equation is the analogue
of Eq. (1) for planar structures. It is a fairly simple
matter to compare the signi®cance in errors arising from
timing, position, or uncertainties in the normals, to the
acceleration term and it is clear that for a wide variety of
event characteristics, the method can tolerate up to 10%
errors in the individual ns.
Figure 2 also indicates the case of non-parallel
normals (for which dna > 10 %), which, of course falls
into the realm of non-planar analysis and is somewhat
more complicated than its planar counterpart. The
existence of stable, distinctly non-parallel normals,
however, is not necessarily an indication of curvature
and this is addressed in the box labelled ``signi®cance
of dna'' in Fig. 2. By ``physical'' signi®cance we mean
the relevance to a planar discontinuity analysis. For
example, the dna may arise from eects other than
simple boundary structure, such as surface waves. If
the origin of the normal dierences is believed to be a
curved thin magnetic structure, then we can attempt to
characterise the surface and its motion more fully.
Systematic dierences indicate the probable existence
of curved ®eld geometry and we can attempt a
quantitative analysis of the surface curvature and
motion. Conversely, if the normals show dierences
that are inconsistent with simple curved ®eld geometry
but that are, nevertheless, believed to fundamentally
derive from curved ®eld geometry, then application of
a planar analysis provides a less quantitative estimate
of the velocity (i.e. an estimate representing only a
mean velocity) and a qualitative indication of non-
planarity. Thus, the planar-DA as applied, can always
qualitatively predict the existence of a curved boun-
dary. Limits on the quantities determined are indicated
in Fig. 2. Calculating an acceleration term in the
presence of such large deviations in the normals is
essentially meaningless. Furthermore, curvature can
bias the estimate of velocity and even masquerade as an
4 spacecraft data sets
Boundary normal
analysis
Motional and/or topological
parameters
Repeat for each
spacecraft
No physical significance
to differences between
spacecraft normals
n
y
Preselection
Determine times of
crossings of
discontinuity
Existence of stable normals in
each spacecraft data set
separately
Fig. 1. Conceptual ¯ow chart for the boundary analysis, taken from
Dunlop and Woodward (1998)
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illustrate how this occurs for the planar-DA and one
can easily generalise this reasoning to the non-planar
case. Thus motional and topological properties of a
surface are interwoven in their representation in the
data. Consequently any analysis making an assumption
on the one aects the other.
As indicated, once the analysis demonstrates the
presence of curvature, we can attempt to determine the
topology and motion of the surface. There are two
routes we can pursue: namely a discrete sequential
analysis, or a combined self-consistent analysis. Clearly,
these two approaches to the analysis of non-planar
surfaces must be constructed on dierent methodolo-
gies. The latter route entails the calculation of the
normals, surface motion and topology simultaneously
(see later) and is in contrast to the former route, which
involves ®rst determining the normals to the surface at
each spacecraft crossing point, secondly assuming some
motional as well as topological form for the surface, and
®nally calculating those topological and motional
parameters which characterise the surface. This is
essentially the methodology used in structuring the
planar-DA technique and as treated theoretically in
Sect. 2.1. Independent determination of the boundary
normals clearly provides a direct test of planarity, which
then sets the context for the following motional analysis.
With magnetic ®eld data alone, the converse of this is
not possible, i.e. there is no equivalent test for events
with constant velocity. Motional information therefore
has to be either assumed, or obtained from other
instrument data (e.g. plasma velocity, or DeHomann-
Teller analysis, Khrabrov and Sonnerup, 1998).
Given some knowledge or assumption of motion, the
crossings at each spacecraft can in principle (Sect. 2.1)
be mapped back to the positions at the time of the ®rst
crossing. Then using the normals determined at each
spacecraft position, a surface may be ®tted to the
mapped points, with the quantities describing the
motion (i.e. velocity and acceleration) treated as pa-
rameters in the ®t. In Table 1, however, we note that for
the cases that are under-constrained, qualitative indica-
tions may still be obtained, such as testing the existence
of curvature, or acceleration. Alternatively, quantitative
analysis can be attempted in principle, given certain
assumptions of the macroscopic properties. We can
assume the motion has a constant velocity for the
purpose of pursuing a curvature analysis, for instance.
Clearly, from the table, this appears to allow lowest
order determination of curvature to be made in more
circumstances (up to 3-D, or with less spacecraft). For
such an assumption of constant motion the discrete
analysis can be pursued in the manner discussed by
Mottez and Chanteur (1994). However, the acceleration
and curvature terms in Eq. (1) enter at least at the same
order. Thus, the surface topology is particularly sensi-
tive to deviations from this motional assumption for an
actual event.
It is, therefore, never known whether the curvature
analysis is fundamentally in error (i.e. an artifact) as a
result of an acceleration in the motion which had not
been taken into account. The converse situation occurs
if planarity is assumed, anticipating an analysis such as
the planar-DA method. The presence of actual curva-
ture aects the motional ®t at the same order as the
acceleration term, and would infer an arti®cial acceler-
ation. With a minimum of four spacecraft and to lowest
order in curvature, the motion can be determined,
without assumptions, up to a constant acceleration
term, given that the normals can be estimated by some
independent method. In this case, therefore, the result of
lowest order determination of the unknowns will have
some uncertainties, but is in principle, self-consistent. A
more complex surface or motion is just represented
approximately by the lowest order terms, but not
anomalously.
3 Thick, non-planar boundaries
In the presence of curved ®eld geometry, normal
determination is a subtle issue, particularly when the
boundary is not thin. Systematic uncertainties on the
normals arise, and these disrupt the delicate balance of
information indicated in Table 1. This then questions
the validity of performing a surface analysis, since
uncertainties in the normals imply uncertainties in both
the topology and the acceleration of the structure. In
Calculate average
normal <n> = n /| S a S
d
n |
n =  n -<n>
a
a a
Planarity? No
dn >10% a
Yes
dn <10% a
Significance of
dna
Nonphysical
Physical
Systematic Origin of
dn ’s a
Calculate v||
and v d ||
Optimise for
surface
topology
Calculate <n>, , v
a
by fitting curve
r = v t + 1/2 a t
||
||
|| || ||
2
Random
Fig. 2. The boundary normal analysis ¯ow-
chart, taken from Dunlop and Woodward
(1998)
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Woodward (1998) introduced the concept of the com-
bined approach which recognises that independent
determination of the normals can be compromised. This
methodology is based on the fully self-consistent
determination of the surface topology and motion of
the structure past the spacecraft array, cast in the
framework of an inversion problem. They also discussed
a compromise methodology between that of the discrete
analysis and that of the combined approach. In this they
suggested the explicit use of single-spacecraft deter-
mined normals weighted by con®dence factors. In the
following section we discuss normal determination in
the presence of thick, non-planar boundaries, ®rst
presenting the conceptual scenario and then illustrating
our ideas with an analysis of a model 2-D structure. This
is followed up in Sect. 4 with the analysis of an event
recorded in the dual spacecraft AMPTE-IRM/UKS
mission.
3.1 Normal determination
In single spacecraft analysis, normal determination is
aected by the direction of motion through the boun-
dary of the spacecraft (particularly if the curvature is
high) as well as the nature of the data interval used in
the normal analysis (Fig. 3). Strong curvature arises
when the thickness of the boundary surface is not
negligible in comparison to the radius of curvature of
the surface. In this case normal determination becomes
dicult, as a result of the need to identify a ®nite data
interval (which maps to a distance along the motion)
through the boundary in order to perform a boundary
normal analysis. Unless this distance is small on the
scale of the curvature, the ®eld structure will not wholly
represent the boundary orientation local to the crossing,
thus aecting the implied normal direction (as indicated
in Fig. 3). Boundary normal estimates will produce
some average normal which will be sensitive to the
interval chosen.
The individual normals are therefore dependent on
the spacecraft trajectory, with the dependence being
related to the a priori unknown form of the surface. Any
result of surface ®tting cannot therefore be fully de-
coupled from the determination of normals. This raises
the question of whether or not a full curvature analysis
can be done quantitatively unless curvature is not
signi®cant on the scale of the boundary layer. Never-
theless, normals determined at two spacecraft, which
deviate by a direction well in excess of that implied by
the uncertainties, do indicate curved ®eld geometry. For
real events, however, it is not known, a priori, what
weighting should be given to the errors in the individual
normals, in order to then apply some optimisation of the
surface ®t. One can either attempt to re®ne the uncer-
tainties using the implied curvature (iterative process)
and proceed with the discrete analysis, or feed the data
into the combined methodology, knowing that real
curvature exists. We explore the applicability of the
former route next.
3.2 Data analysis
In order to quantitatively illustrate the variation of the
normal along sampling trajectories through curved
boundaries, we make use of a simple 2-D model,
performing several ¯y-throughs or sampling trajectories
and analyse the data thus recorded in various ways. The
2-D model we use is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4,
together with four sampling trajectories labelled
tx=0,1,2,8. In the lower panel, typical magnetic ®eld data
signatures for the samplings are indicated.
We highlight the eects of data interval length,
symmetry about the centre of the boundary, data
resolution and spacecraft trajectory on the calculation
of boundary normals using MVA (hereafter referred to
as MVA normals). Since we have de®ned a simple
model, theoretical normals are readily calculated in
order to assess the accuracy of the MVA normals.
Similar analyses have also been carried out with other
curved 2-D models, obtaining qualitatively similar
results.
Figure 4 illustrates the relative positions of four
sampling trajectories across a 2-D circular discontinuity
surface with a radius of curvature of 10 units (Fig. 4a),
as well as a typical data signature (Fig. 4b). The ®rst
trajectory tx=0 traverses along the y-axis, while the
others, tx=1,2,8, traverse parallel to the y-axis along
the appropriate x-value. We shall compare and contrast
the described eects on the MVA normals using these
four trajectories. Firstly, consider the four trajectories in
relation to the point symmetry of this particular model.
Trajectory tx=0 passes along a radial direction, while the
t2 t1
Discontinuity surface
B field line
Field normal
Spacecraft trajectory
Fig. 3. Diagrammatic illustration of the eect of thick, curved
boundaries on normal determination. Shown is a circular disconti-
nuity (thick curve), with two spacecraft trajectories (t1 and t2) and
normal vectors (short thick arrows) to the ®eld lines (thin curves with
arrowheads indicating ®eld direction) along each trajectory, taken
from Dunlop and Woodward (1998)
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acteristic direction. Three characteristic runs were per-
formed: one, where the data interval used is nested
about the crossing, successively increasing its size; one,
where the interval is shifted relative to the crossing time,
successively changing the ratio of data intervals before
and after the crossing, and another, where the eects of
data resolution were explored.
Figure 5, which is a plot of the angular deviation of
the MVA normals from the theoretical ones versus the
relative length of the data interval over which the MVA
normal is calculated, illustrates the eect of nesting.
Note that we do not calculate the sense, clockwise or
anti-clockwise, of the angular deviations. It is seen that
the eect is more marked the greater the inclination of
the trajectory is to the characteristic direction, is greater
for longer data intervals, and can be of the order of
several degrees. As the interval approaches a thin sheath
around the centre of the discontinuity, or if tx=0 is
chosen, the eect is minimal. This is because for longer
and more inclined trajectories the spacecraft samples
magnetic ®elds of very dierent directions over the
analysis interval, and hence of dierent normal direc-
tions. However, there is a slight anomaly from zero
deviation for all trajectories, except tx=0, at the smallest
data interval, as well as a minimum deviation which is
not at the shortest interval. This is explained when we
consider the asymmetry of the data interval about the
discontinuity centre.
In order to study the eect of data interval asymme-
try, we sample along all the trajectories, tx=0,1,2,8, with
some resolution (e.g. 1000 points for the whole data
interval). Then taking a ®xed length of data (e.g. 640
points) shorter than the whole interval sampled and
containing the centre of the discontinuity somewhere
inside, we determine the asymmetry of the chosen sub-
interval and perform MVA on it. This is repeated for
several asymmetries and for each trajectory. We de®ne
an asymmetry index of the selected data interval to be
the ratio of the number of data points recorded before
the centre of the discontinuity is encountered to that
measured after encounter, with all these points within in
the chosen interval length (e.g. 640 points). Thus
symmetry indices can only be positive. Unit symmetry
index implies that there are an equal number of points
on either side of the discontinuity centre: i.e. a perfectly
symmetric interval.
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Fig. 4a, b. Schematic drawing of sampling trajectories through a
circular discontinuity model and the associated data (time and
magnetic ®eld values in arbitrary units). The magnetic ®eld model is
de®ned as follows:
b  ru ^ z;u  B0l log 2cosh
gx;y
r
   
;
gx;y  R ÿ

x2  y ÿ R
2
q
; y < R
where 2r is the boundary thickness, B0l is a constant with units of
length times magnetic ®eld and R is the radius of curvature of the
discontinuity surface. The ®eld line topology is indicated in Fig. 3. In
this model the strength of the ®eld decreases to zero on approaching
the boundary from one side, before ¯ipping direction and increasing
its strength on the other side
Fig. 5. Sensitivity of MVA analysis to the model shown in Figure 5 in
terms of interval nesting.
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the MVA normal with data interval symmetry index.
Again, the eect is greater the higher the inclination of
the trajectory. For highly inclined trajectories, there is
more than an order of magnitude change in the
deviations of the MVA normals as the asymmetry of
the data interval is varied. Furthermore, the minimum
deviations occur for non-unitary symmetry indices (i.e.
asymmetric data intervals) and this minimum varies
according to the inclination of the trajectory. The
minimum occurs at higher symmetry indices (i.e. more
asymmetric data intervals) for lower trajectory inclina-
tions. Since the curvature of the ®eld lines is tighter after
the discontinuity centre is encountered compared to the
situation prior to encounter, the corresponding ®eld
normal directions are (monotonically) changing faster
after rather than before encounter. Since MVA ®nds
some average normal over the sampled data interval,
you would not expect to see zero deviation for a
perfectly symmetric interval, and moreover would
expect minimal/zero deviation to occur for symmetry
indices greater than unity.
The eects of data resolution on the calculation of
discontinuity normals is illustrated in Fig. 7, using one
analysis. It shows that the deviation is of the order of a
few degrees. Intuitively we expect to ®nd that MVA
normals are of higher accuracy the greater the data
resolution, as in Fig. 7. However, this is not always the
case and the situation is not as clear-cut as the eects
described. We leave this to a more detailed later study.
The main point we wish to make here is that data
resolution does have an aect on MVA normal deter-
mination and is of the order of a few degrees.
It is not surprising, of course, that MVA provides
normal estimates in curved geometry which deviate from
the geometric normals indicated by the models. We
explore the eect here to investigate the quantitative
biasing on the normals in the sense of their use within
the discrete methodology described; i.e. as a single
spacecraft analysis for the surface normal n, feeding into
the equation of motion. This systematic error depends
on the model used, of course, but the trends show that
the signi®cance of this error with respect to the overall
deviations of the normals between spacecraft can be
optimised by choice of trajectory, given the data
sampling achieved. The sampling depends upon the
combination of the minimum nesting interval applied
and the data resolution with respect to the characteristic
spatial scale of the structure. In practice, the sampling
achieved depends upon the thin boundary properties of
an event. The trajectory selected then sets the spacecraft
separation scale with respect to the characteristic scale
of the model.
Clearly, dierent events will be sampled in dierent
ways in situ so that for some the systematic error will be
comparatively large and for others comparatively small.
In the latter case, the discrete methodology may be used
for such selected events to estimate both lowest order
curvature and acceleration terms. As indicated by the
¯ow in Fig. 2, the rejection of qualitatively unsuitable
events may be done if the normal analysis shows
unstable results (with respect to nesting or shifted
intervals) in the presence of signi®cant deviations
between the spacecraft normals.
4 Analysis of a real event
Figure 8 shows a real event measured by the combined
AMPTE-IRM (Fig. 8a) and UKS (Fig. 8b) spacecraft
during a solar wind barium release (see papers in
Nature, 320, 700±726, 1986), plotted in GSE co-ordi-
nates. Both spacecraft were thought to have sampled an
intense plasma cloud boundary at about the time (within
a few seconds) indicated by the solid vertical lines on the
jBj plots in the upper panels. Because of cloud expansion
following the release, this boundary should be strongly
curved between the two spacecraft and this appears to
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of MVA analysis to the model shown in Figure 5 in
terms of interval asymmetry.
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data set. The sense of the curvature implied by the
normals, which were obtained using a standard run, is
described in Dunlop et al. (1996) and is consistent with
an expanding cloud where the eective tilt between the
normal directions is 30±40°. Clearly, this event would
be unsuitable for the discrete analysis in the manner
discussed in Sect. 3.2.
We therefore expect that MVA will return a biased
normal estimate, which will be sensitive to the actual
sampling path of the spacecraft, as discussed. To investi-
gate the sensitivity of the MVA normals, a similar set of
runs has been performed, successively adjusting the data
intervals used to determine them. For this real event,
covered only by two spacecraft, we clearly only have two
®xed trajectories, and have ®xed data resolution. We do
not have the equivalent of Fig. 7, therefore, but can
analyse in the spirit of Figs. 5 and 6. Eectively, the IRM
spacecraft corresponds to the model sampling trajectory,
tx=0,beinginthecentreofthecloud.TheUKSspacecraft
corresponds to an intermediate trajectory, inclined at
30±40° to the boundary, traversing the outer cloud
Fig. 8. Example of a curved discontinuity
from the AMPTE-UKS/IRM solar wind bar-
ium release, as discussed in the text
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complicated by properties other than the simple model
described. In particular, the magnetic signature changes
character over the extent of the cloud, and between the
two spacecraft (since they traverse dierent regions).
Also, upstream conditions (times following the exit time)
are obviously not static and contain clear wave power at
characteristic frequencies. Thus, we cannot test the
quantitative comparison between the trajectories (space-
craft), but Fig. 9 does show the sensitivity to changes in
the MVA interval extremely well.
The two vertical panels in Fig. 9a show the equivalent
trendstothoseinFig. 5forthetwospacecraftseparately,
where the analysis interval has been increased in steps,
from 20 s up to one and a half minutes, centred on
12:34:20 UT. Both panels show initially, the steady
increase in deviation of the boundary normal, here
de®ned as the angle of successive estimates with respect
to the inner interval. At some point the trend breaks
down, since other properties are being sampled well
within or upstream of the cloud and its structure is likely
to be still changing in time. The panels in Fig. 9b are
perhaps more signi®cant, since they show the equivalent
trends to those in Fig. 6, where an analysis interval of
2 min(forUKS),and1 min(forIRM),hasbeenshiftedin
steps of 10 s about 12:34:20 UT. The interval asymmetry
has been de®ned as the ratio of inner to outer portions of
the time interval, as for Fig. 6. Clearly, both spacecraft,
but particularly UKS, show deviations (de®ned with
respect to the symmetric interval) which have closely
similar character to those in Fig. 6.
5 Discussion and conclusion
We have presented a summary of the DA technique,
based on magnetometer data. This seeks to characterise
the topological structure and motion of thin, non-
dispersive structures present in space magneto-plasmas.
It assumes in situ detection by a small array (up to four)
of closely separated spacecraft. The methodology
underlying the technique here, namely the discrete,
sequential approach, ®rst determines topological pa-
rameters, de®ned with respect to boundary normals,
independently before these are fed into the motional
equations. The planar form of the DA, which is based
on the discrete analysis framework, relies on the
independent determination of boundary normals to give
a direct demonstration of planarity, and this then sets
the context for the subsequent motional analysis. We
point out that in the case of non-planar structures,
topological and motional properties compete for: (1)
their representation in the data, and (2) the nature of the
analysis that can be performed. Techniques such as
those presented by Chao and Lepping (1974) and
Russell et al. (1983) rely on an assumption of planarity,
rather than its demonstration. Mottez and Chanteur
(1994) assume constant velocity and relax the planarity
assumption, relying on accurate single spacecraft-deter-
mined normal directions, in their analysis. Thus, these
techniques are only mutually consistent with their
assumptions; but these assumptions may not be consis-
tent with the data, leading to the determination of an
anomalous motion, on the one hand, or an anomalous
curvature on the other.
The non-planar form of the DA therefore represents
the more intricate analysis problem, with assumptions
on topology aecting the motional determination and
vice versa. The discrete methodology orders the analysis
sequentially, but under the requirement that boundary
normals can be accurately obtained (from individual,
time series analysis). We can ask, however, how the
individual normal directions are adjusted to take
account of a surface ®tting procedure: this implies that
equal weight is given to each. Uncertainties arising from
normal determinations in particular, can therefore be a
major contributor to the procedural dilemma for estab-
lishing all macroscopic parameters, since it is not
obvious that normal directions, so determined, are
unbiased in curved geometry. Errors are likely to be
systematic, especially in the context of boundaries that
are not thin. A combined approach has been outlined by
Dunlop and Woodward (1998), which attempts to deal
with this dilemma, in which all surface and motional
parameters are determined simultaneously: some
weighted adjustment of the surface away from the strict
orientations of the boundary normals is allowed in order
to optimise for all parameters. Nevertheless, a data
regime is applicable for the DA technique, as conceived,
in which boundary structure can be described as
approximately thin.
In view of the importance of this issue, we have
presented an analysis of the variation of normals
(determined using minimum variance analysis) to a
curved 2-D model boundary from actual model normals
under various scenarios of sampling. The model topo-
logically orders the ®eld far from its centre and is hence
`thick'. We found that the greatest deviations arose for
asymmetry of the analysis data interval about the centre
of the event, with higher deviations occurring for
trajectories highly inclined to the characteristic direc-
tions of the model. Smaller deviations were observed for
the size of the data interval and data resolution, and
again the greater the inclination of the sampling
trajectory to the characteristic directions of the model
the greater the deviations were in both cases. Analysis of
barium release data from the AMPTE-IRM/UKS
spacecraft provided a real event demonstration of the
trends found with the model event, indicating signi®cant
deviations of the normals from the average normal of up
to 90°, and con®rming the model analysis. Thus, we
conclude that normal determination in curved geome-
tries is open to error, and furthermore cannot be
completely de-coupled from the determination of the
surface topology. One could attempt to re®ne the
uncertainties using the implied curvature (iterative
process) and proceed with the discrete analysis method-
ology. Conversely the combined methodology may be
adopted, using con®dence factors implied by analysis
similar to that described here. Furthermore, a possible
event selection test, to identify `thin' boundaries by
combining the individual time series analyses, has been
conjectured by Dunlop and Woodward (1998).
M. W. Dunlop, T. I. Woodward: Analysis of thick, non-planar boundaries using the discontinuity analyser 993In any multi-spacecraft analysis, it is generally
important to understand in what way comparative
information across spacecraft is best built into any
analysis of the combined data. Although for the DA,
there is at ®rst sight an apparently clear separation of
the handling of multi-point and time series information,
in general, dierent investigations appear to demand
dierent methods of data co-ordination. The use of
other instrument data, of course, can potentially add
information on structure, such as independent determi-
nation of boundary motion in the case of electric ®eld
measurements, or via DeHomann-Teller analysis using
plasma data. This must be carefully assessed, however,
since with data restrictions on resolution and quality of
these other data sets, a dierent analysis methodology
may required and such additional measurements are
most easily added as independent information on the
event. The same is true of analysis using more than four
spacecraft (the minimum for direct 3-D spatial infor-
mation), where there will be at least a play o between
use of the redundant information to improve spatial
accuracy or establish temporal evolution.
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